The mission of the Wyoming State Bar is to regulate the practice of law, facilitate the provision of quality legal services to the public and assist attorneys in the professional practice of law.

**Strategic Goal #1**
**New Lawyers**
Enhanced emphasis on welcoming, preparing and easing the transition of new lawyers into the Wyoming Bar
- Stronger Integration / Alignment with University of Wyoming College of Law
- Facilitate Mentorship for those in Need
- Explore Expanded Bridging the Gap Programs to Ease the Transitions into Practice
- Promote Rural Practice Opportunities to Law Students
- Consider Pipeline Programs to Meet Future WY Legal Needs

**Strategic Goal #2**
**Rural Practice**
Continue Rural Practice Initiatives to Ensure Justice is Accessible to all in
- Legislative Funding Solutions for Rural Practice Needs
- Active Bar Promotion of Rural Practice Opportunities
- Law Practice Management Resources for New and Existing Rural Practitioners
- Document Current Baseline; Assess Greatest Needs
- Monitor / advance innovations in “tele-lawyering”
- Law Firm Transition Services

**Strategic Goal #3**
Website Enhancement & Communication Modernization
Expand capabilities to present Bar resources to members and the general public in cleaner, more user-friendly ways
- Website Refresh
  - Separate Discipline, Greater Searchability, Form Automation, Revamped LRIS Functionality
- Communication Modernization
  - Shift to Greater Video Content, Multi-Platform Communication Designed for Greater Engagement

**Strategic Goal #4**
Emerging Opportunities & Risks
To assist Wyoming lawyers, elevate educational and awareness initiatives around generative AI and cyber risks
- CLE Focus
- Annual Meeting
- Emerging Member Benefit Options
- The Wyoming Lawyer
- Other Bar Communication Channels
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